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Risk Assessment 

There are risks involved with virtually every single physical activity or sport as with the 

surroundings in which they take place.  

Recognising and removing potential hazards is very important for helping the prevention 

of injuries.   

Particular attention needs to be given in the following areas:  

1.  Appropriate level of competition  

2. Clothing/Footwear  

3. Correct technique  

4. Knowledge of appropriate safety procedures  

5. Lifting/Carrying/Placing equipment  

6. Personal protective equipment  

7. Rules, codes, laws  

8. Warm up/Cool down  
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1. Appropriate level of competition  

Problems can be associated in some sports with big differences between contestants in:  

- There are regulations controlling the age of participants playing together.  

Physically it is not safe for someone who is bigger and stronger to play or compete 

against a person who is younger, and therefore usually not as strong.   

- As boys get a little older they usually become physically more stronger than 

girls so this can be a problem. It is also important to identify both activities and the age 

at which segregation is desirable. In sports where it is a problem governing bodies 

usually publish regulations on such matters.   

- Being big can be an advantage and a disadvantage. There 

can be a safety concern when different sizes play together. There are few regulations 

that restrict people of different sizes and weight from competing in the same high 

contact sports.   

2.  Correct clothing and footwear  

Clothing 

 

 

-up period (e.g. a tracksuit)  
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Footwear  

feet, 

to cushion the ankle joint when impact is made with the ground in activities such as 

running and jumping.  

 for example cricketers wear spikes or rubber 

soles whereas rugby and football players wear boots with studs.   

 

any 

reason it cannot be removed then it must be taped or covered so it cannot cause an 

injury.   

3. Correct technique  

 

technique can also minimise the chance of personal injury and injuries to others. For  

example a badly executed tackle in football could have serious implications personally 

or to the opposition, an example could be thought off in all sports a poorly directed 

javelin in athletics could result in death.   
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4. Knowledge of appropriate safety procedures  

It is important to know the appropriate safety procedure for particular activities.  

Safety procedures are important in:  

 

 

 

 

5. Lifting/Carrying/Placing equipment  

 who uses the equipment helps to store it away safety do 

not just leave it to the teacher.   

 

of the teacher. E.g. javelins  

f the following:  
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6. Personal protective equipment  

Personal protective equipment is very important and indeed in some sports and schools 

compulsory. In cricket batsmen have to wear helmets, in football shin pads must be 

worn, in hockey the goal keeper wears protective clothing.  

 

7. Rules, codes, laws  

 

 

sanctions for use against offenders.   
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8. Warm up/Cool down  

An essential part of any training sessions should be the warm up and cool down. These 

not only reduce the risk of injury but may help you to concentrate better on the activity 

as well.  

 

 

The warm up helps to prepare the body for the physical exercise to come. By gently 

raising your pulse rate, it prepares the heart for more strenuous activity. The body starts 

to transport more oxygen and other fuels to the muscles, which become warm and 

ready for exercise.  

 

The warm up should have three phases:  

1. Pulse Raiser 

2. Stretch 

3. Skills Practice 
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1 – This is normally a gentle movement such as jogging or skipping  

that will gently raise the pulse rate.  

2 – Stretching the joints and muscles to be used in the exercise warms them  

and reduces the risk of injury.  

3 – This involves practicing some of the individual skills needed in the 

activity. Footballers, for example, often finish their warm up by practicing passing skills 

or taking shots at the goalpost.  

 

 

The purpose of cool down is to help the body return to its normal state as quickly as 

possible. Generally it should involve exercise using the whole body, as in the pulse 

raiser in the warm up, followed by gentle stretching. A thorough cool down routine will 

help keep the blood flow high, wash out all the waste products the muscles have 

produced and replenish the fuel stores. A cool down allows the muscles to return to 

their normal temperature slowly, and reduces the risk of damage due to a sudden drop 

in temperature. 
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Tasks: 

The practice of sport has always been a high risk of injury. What measure can 

you take to prevent the injuries? 

 

Reminder: 

1) To submit the video for dance (those opting for) 

2) To submit the Summary of Unit 1, Unit 2 and Unit 3 on resumption of 

school for 2nd term. 

 

 


